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The rise of customer-first experiences
Customers today are more sophisticated and have higher expectations than ever before.
A ‘range-it and they will come’ philosophy will no longer cut it. Brands need to deliver
digital-first personalized, localized and consistent experiences across all touchpoints to
beat the competition.

These rising expectations are driven by multiple factors including;

● Digital natives are mobile-first and expect a first-class mobile experience.
● Social media has disrupted the purchase journey, unlocking new opportunities and

gateways for brands to engage with their target audience.
● The rise of marketplaces o�ering excellent shopping and next-day delivery services

have set the gold standard for customer trust.
● Leading search engines are constantly evolving their search algorithms to provide

better search results. These algorithms have become incredibly advanced, where
many variables are used to track the overall customer experience, from time on
page and bounce rates to performance metrics and accessibility scores with
Lighthouse and page speed insights.

● The Internet of Things (IoT) is increasingly becoming embedded into our daily lives,
invisible but ever-present to provide better experiences. Mckinsey & Company
predicts the number of connected devices will increase to over 43 billion by 2023
alone.

● The covid-19 pandemic accelerated generations that had largely avoided the
digital world into becoming a necessity. Shoppers were and are increasingly
looking to browse, research and purchase online.

There is no denying that leading consuming brands have capitalized on their ability to
deliver customer-centric experiences that meet these demands. They are leaders in their
given categories and have re-defined customer experiences in their market segments
within the last decade. It’s not just these segments, every market is undergoing rapid
transformation and becoming digital-first. This is reshaping commerce experiences
forever. Isolated, generic websites are no longer su�cient. To beat the competition,
brands need to be able to di�erentiate with compelling customer experiences that
connect and engage with their customers.
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The real-world destination-based linear shopping experience is dead, this has been
replaced by a complex customer journey that dips in and out of brand touchpoints and
the wider web. Customers are now in the driving seat and can easily take their business
elsewhere if they are unsatisfied.

Figure 1: The multi-faceted customer experience

From a product-out to customer-in
mindset
So how do brands compete in this customer-centric world? It requires a change in
mindset, from “product-out” to “customer-in”. We can think of the shift that is required
across five dimensions.

1. The scope shifts from ecommerce websites as a single destination to experiences
that are baked into a customer's everyday life.

2. Personalisation goes from limited demographic targeting and recommendations to
personalisation at scale where recommendations and communication happens on
a one to one basis, unique and tailored to every single customer.
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3. Experiences are no longer driven and restricted by web templates. Developers
create solutions that enable business users, marketers and merchandisers to
author experiences.

4. The culture shifts from command and control, heavily policed waterfall processes
to non-stop, trusted and cross-functional agile teams.

5. Platform and solution stacks themselves switch from rigid legacy monoliths that
entwine presentation layers with data and logic together to flexible architecture
principles that separate presentation, data and logic into separate component
parts.

From: Product-Out
“Range It” And They Will Come 5 Dimensions To: Customer-In

Di�erentiated Brand Experiences

Linear ‘storefront’ commerce experience SCOPE Built into the customer’s everyday
experience

Limited targeting and recommendations CONTEXT Personalization-at-scale

Coded into complex ‘fixed’ web templates EXPERIENCE Managed by business users (in content, not
code)

Command and control, waterfall, policied,... CULTURE Non-stop, agile execution, trusted!

Legacy, monolithic & costly to change STACK MACH, composable, agile, and best-of-breed

Figure 2: Transitioning to a customer-centric approach

Legacy platforms fail to deliver
So now that we understand market conditions and customer expectations of today and
the shift in mindset required, we can begin to dig into that last point more closely and look
at how brands have traditionally attempted to meet these demands.

Monolithic content management systems and eCommerce platforms were designed for a
web-centric user experience and their code bases date back to before the iPhone
launched in 2007. They have struggled to keep up with the pace of change and have
remained relatively static from a product development standpoint. They create siloes and
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disconnected commerce experiences due to their rigid template-driven approach that
ensures brand experiences are generic and cookie-cutter. How do brands stand out in this
“sea-of-sameness”?

We can plot these growing customer demands on a chart and compare this to legacy
platform capabilities to highlight what Amplience & MongoDB have dubbed “The
Commerce Execution Gap”.

Figure 3: Monolithic systems fail to meet growing customer needs, leading to the
“commerce execution gap”

MACH to the rescue
For the answer, we can look to the experienced leaders of customer-driven experiences.
They all have one thing in common when it comes to their technology stacks - they are all
built using the MACH (Microservices, API-first, Cloud-native and Headless) architecture
principles.

You might be thinking that this approach seems complex and costly to build and
maintain, and you’d be right. These experienced leaders have spent years developing their
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home-grown architectures and best-practices. How can aspiring and future experience
leaders in their given categories compete on a level playing field as we step into this new
future given the daunting task ahead?

This is where vendors like MongoDB and Amplience come in - rentable microservices and
packaged business capabilities that brands can rapidly implement to get value quickly
without the complexity of building it all yourself.

If we take a step back to understand what matters in this new world, the answer is future
proof agility to deliver customer-centric commerce experiences. Data is at the heart of
experiences. Only by building a robust stack of backend microservices can teams stitch
these together to create a separation of backend and frontend enabled shopping
experiences to be optimized for speed and performance, driving additional tra�c and
increasing conversion rates.

However, alongside data, marketing and commerce teams need interfaces to create and
orchestrate rich customer-first experiences at scale.

How to move fast in a data-driven world
Data is at the center of ecommerce. Historically, this data has been stored in relational
databases and dispersed across thousands of tables. In a relational database, a
customer’s profile data might be held in one table and their loyalty points in a di�erent
table — or a di�erent database entirely. As a result, data that is used together is not
stored together, making queries lag and slowing real-time responses. Storing data in a
relational database
also has a direct impact on the speed at which new applications and features can be
developed and launched. The pace of development is hindered when development teams
are reliant on database administrators and others to make changes to the data layer
before they can deploy application code.

In a world where customers expect an integrated, omnichannel experience, relational
databases hold back retailers from connecting their ecommerce customer data with store
inventories and other relevant data insights.
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This is where MongoDB’s document model comes into play. Documents map to the
objects in code, so they are much more natural to work with. There is no need to
decompose data across tables, run expensive joins, or integrate a separate Object
Relational Mapping (ORM) layer. Data that is accessed together is now stored together, so
developers have less code to write and end users get higher performance. Its flexible
schema gives them the possibility to iterate faster and more freely.

MongoDB Atlas brings the document model to the cloud, combining transactional
processing, relevance-based search, real-time analytics, and mobile edge computing with
cloud sync in an elegant and integrated data architecture. High availability and scalability
are built-in via replication and sharding. It aligns with the MACH alliance by promoting
microservice architectures and a lean and agile development environment.

It allows for real-time agility in e-commerce today, where retailers can pivot accordingly
to consumer needs, trends, or global demands. Together, both MongoDB and Amplience
enable businesses to curate experience and define the rules and processes from a
centralized system.Amplience provides integrated content and asset management out of
the box, but where the solution really shines is where it strikes the right balance between
developer and business user needs.

Figure 4: Amplience & MongoDB Together

For developers, Amplience provides tools to integrate data sources like MongoDB to
enrich shopping experiences and deliver optimized shopping experiences at scale beyond
content management- experience management. For business users, Amplience provides
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the single interface to create, schedule, and preview these rich consistent experiences
across all channels and devices.

Amplience & MongoDB drive data-driven
customer experiences
MongoDB, a powerful application data platform, and Amplience, the world’s most
powerful commerce experience platform, are the ideal partnership for today’s demanding
retail environment. Amplience capabilities enable brands and retailers to curate customer
shopping experiences, and MongoDB underpins the platform with a secure, agile data
platform built for real time data, AI integration, rich product search and discovery, and
other essential ecommerce and general retailing features.
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Figure 5: Amplience & MongoDB integrated in the customer experience

Together, MongoDB and Amplience are:

MACH Alliance Certified
Both Amplience and MongoDB are members of the MACH Alliance, Promoting flexibility
and innovation in enterprise technologies, and certified by other vendors with strict entry
requirements.

MongoDB Atlas, MongoDB’s global multi- cloud database, promotes microservice-based
architectures and a lean and agile development environment. Its data platform thus
enables enterprise customers to build MACH aligned solutions. MongoDB Atlas holds
multi-cloud capabilities, giving it an unmatched advantage over other data platform
providers that only o�er vendor lock-in.

Commerce Ready
MongoDB provides ecommerce businesses with a robust data platform that is ideal for
retail solutions, including omnichannel product catalogs, real-time analytics, payments,
inventory, and logistics. With MongoDB, you can make the most of your retail data.
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Amplience is vertically focused on serving the needs of retailers and brands.
Out-of-the-box platform capabilities are designed with commerce use cases and how
ecommerce and marketing teams actually function in mind. This includes powerful
planning, scheduling and calendar campaign management tools, inline real-time
multi-device and multi-locale preview, integrated search, DAM. UI extensions allow data
to be pulled from other systems into the experience management interface to curate rich
and personalized digital experiences. The team at Amplience has hundreds of years of
combined real-world experience working at and with the world's leading retailers and
brands, we’re on hand to share best practices and insights every step of the way.

Flexible & Scalable

Retailing today means ingesting many di�erent types of data from multiple sources.
Whereas yesterday’s retailers built their infrastructure using relational databases, with a
rigid schema defined by tables, tomorrow’s retail leaders will choose a data platform
based on a flexible data model, such as the document model, which can be particularly
helpful for modeling data where structures can change between each record, while also
making it easier to evolve an application during its life cycle. Amplience also enables
developers to easily model their content graph to meet their exact requirements and use
cases with an API-first approach.

Sales seasonality or special promotions can heavily impact retailers’ systems by
generating demand spikes over specific times of the year. If this aspect is not addressed
properly, it can result in costly infrastructure overprovisioning or, even worse, in downtime.
MongoDB brings peace of mind to organizations: Atlas can automatically scale up and
down, always dynamically provisioning the optimal amount of resources needed to run
applications.

Developer Friendly
MongoDB is consistently voted the most wanted database by developers, with its intuitive
query language, performance visibility, and document model that approaches data as
objects.

Amplience provides an easy solution for developers when it comes to integrating content
and data sources to experience management and delivery. MongoDB is modular by
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design, meaning developers can work on one piece of an application without impacting
the entire thing.

To learn more about MongoDB and Amplience’s partnership and how they are helping in
growth and innovation of e-commerce today, connect with the MongoDB team here.
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Resources

For more information, please visit mongodb.com or contact us at sales@mongodb.com.
Case Studies (mongodb.com/customers)
Presentations (mongodb.com/presentations)
Free Online Training (university.mongodb.com)
Webinars and Events (mongodb.com/events)
Documentation (docs.mongodb.com)
MongoDB Atlas database as a service for MongoDB (mongodb.com/cloud)
MongoDB Enterprise Download (mongodb.com/download)
MongoDB Realm (mongodb.com/realm)
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Legal Notice
This document includes certain "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of
1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including
statements concerning our financial guidance for the first fiscal quarter and full year fiscal 2021; the anticipated impact of
the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak on our future results of operations, our future growth and the potential of
MongoDB Atlas; and our ability to transform the global database industry and to capitalize on our market opportunity.
These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, plans, objectives, expectations and intentions and other
statements contained in this press release that are not historical facts and statements identified by words such as
"anticipate," "believe," "continue," "could," "estimate," "expect," "intend," "may," "plan," "project," "will," "would" or the
negative or plural of these words or similar expressions or variations. These forward-looking statements reflect our current
views about our plans, intentions, expectations, strategies and prospects, which are based on the information currently
available to us and on assumptions we have made. Although we believe that our plans, intentions, expectations, strategies
and prospects as reflected in or suggested by those forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance
that the plans, intentions, expectations or strategies will be attained or achieved. Furthermore, actual results may di�er
materially from those described in the forward-looking statements and are subject to a variety of assumptions,
uncertainties, risks and factors that are beyond our control including, without limitation: our limited operating history; our
history of losses; failure of our database platform to satisfy customer demands; the e�ects of increased competition; our
investments in new products and our ability to introduce new features, services or enhancements; our ability to e�ectively
expand our sales and marketing organization; our ability to continue to build and maintain credibility with the developer
community; our ability to add new customers or increase sales to our existing customers; our ability to maintain, protect,
enforce and enhance our intellectual property; the growth and expansion of the market for database products and our
ability to penetrate that market; our ability to integrate acquired businesses and technologies successfully or achieve the
expected benefits of such acquisitions; our ability to maintain the security of our software and adequately address privacy
concerns; our ability to manage our growth e�ectively and successfully recruit and retain additional highly-qualified
personnel; the price volatility of our common stock; the financial impacts of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak
on our customers, our potential customers, the global financial markets and our business and future results of operations;
the impact that the precautions we have taken in our business relative to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak may
have on our business and those risks detailed from time-to-time under the caption "Risk Factors" and elsewhere in our
Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") filings and reports, including our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed on
December 10, 2019, as well as future filings and reports by us. Except as required by law, we undertake no duty or obligation
to update any forward-looking statements contained in this release as a result of new information, future events, changes in
expectations or otherwise.
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